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VETERINARY CALM +  
Do you need a ‘Calmer’ just take the edge off your horse? Still want to be able 
to compete? Why not try our Veterinary Calmer +
Veterinary Calm + is designed to be fed to aid in the maintenance of normal 
nervous function. This supplement supplies generous levels of L-Tryptophan 
and Mag- nesium, with the addition of the live yeast Saccharomyces Cervisiae.

HORSE & HOUND PODCASTS     

If you have concerns regarding sarcoids or 
would like further information on this treament 
contact the Practice on 01442 851921 to 
discuss the treatments available.

  READ MORE NEWSLETTERS   

FACEBOOK
Don’t forget to 

join our Facebook 
Group- get in 

touch with each 
other, share 

thoughts, contacts 
and tell us what 

you want!

DON’T FORGET  
OUR ONLINE SHOP

The site for all your horse’s needs

VISIT OUR SHOP

PREVENTATIVE 
DENTAL WORK 

CAN SAVE A 
HORSE’S TEETH
Check out our 

online videos of 
dental work done .

CALL THE 
PRACTICE NOW  
TO BOOK YOUR  

DENTAL 
APPOINTMENT 

01442 851921

LINK TO T&C’S

Follow the link 
below to view 
our Terms and 
Conditions of 

Business

LAMENESS 
SENSOR 

Contact the 
practice for more 

information, 
or to make an 

appointment for 
your horse. LASER SURGERY FOR SARCOIDS  

Last month we had another successful day of Laser removals of those ‘dreaded’ sarcoids. With 
the colder weather and fewer flies around (making post-surgery mangement easier) it is an ideal 
time of year to think about being proactive. Quick, simple and carried out on the yard, Laser 
removal has a less than 10% recurrence rate in comparison to other treatments and can be 
used to remove: sarcoids, melanomas and other skin masses. 

Do you have a spare 40 mins in the car, or need something new to 
listen to whilst mucking out…. why not try the new Horse and Hound 
Podcasts? 

Ricky was excited to accept the offer to record a few podcasts on 
veterinary topics. Each podcast requires around an hours additional 
research, trying to make the information given as concise and 
current as possible. The team at Horse and Hound have been 
fantastic to work with and another session is looming for future 
episodes. So keep an eye out for udpates on more podcats being 
relseased. * Click Here* to follow the link to Horse and Hound 
Podcast webpage..... Happy listening!

You are probably wondering why we are promoting the podcasts? 
Well, not only do they provide you with up-to-date news and advice 
they may also feature a familiar voice!! 
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